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Role in The Simpsons. Homer is the bumbling husband of Marge and father of Bart, Lisa and
Maggie Simpson. He is the son of Mona and Abraham "Grampa" Simpson. Marge attended
Springfield Elementary school and in her senior year, she met Homer Simpson. She was wary of
Homer at first, but agreed to have a study date with him.
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Marge attended Springfield Elementary school and in her senior year, she met Homer Simpson.
She was wary of Homer at first, but agreed to have a study date with him. “Marge Krumping”,
also known as “Marge Dance,” is a photoshop meme based on an exploitable still shot of The
Simpsons character Marge Simpson trying to krump.
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Jun 10, 2015. Marge: “This is the worst thing you've ever done.” Homer: “You say that so often
that it's lost all . Sep 28, 2015. The Simpsons split up Homer and Marge as expected on
Sunday's Season 27 premiere, but as. Al Jean had later clarified, a separation does not
necessarily mean they will divorce.
"Homer's Enemy" is the twenty-third episode in the eighth season of the American animated
television series The Simpsons. It first aired on the Fox network in the. Simpsons Eh?, the
leading source of Canadian Connections in the Simpsons. Linking Canada and the Simpsons
since 1996! This feature is not available right now. Please try again later.
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